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My#Brother#Alephs,
My  Brother Alephs, I have the spark - A  spark that makes me want to experience all of BBYO, a spark that makes 
me want to give back all that I can to the new members of this order.   I have experience in all of the board 
positions, in all 3 levels of programming, and especially  in YLC.  And, I have a plan - A plan to create an amazing 
weekend by  implementing and accomplishing the 4 goals of YLC. Together, these three elements will help me set 
a new standard for YLC in Michigan Region.  It has been my  highest aspiration in this movement to inspire others 
just as I have been inspired, and now this is my opportunity  - An opportunity  to give back to this order and make a 
change in 19 Alephs and 19 BBGs. I will make a difference. Fraternally  Submitted with undying love for Max 
Fisher AZA #337, Michigan Region BBYO, and the International Order,

I remain, 

Aleph Jacob Meyer Nitzkin

*Denotes will be attending    ^Denotes led services
~Denotes helped coordinate

Aleph Jacob Meyer Nitzkin
Candidate for the high and honorable position of

Young Leadership Conclave Coordinator
                            Positions Held                                     Events Attended

                                             



The Four Goals of YLC

Education
Goal: To teach the AITs and MITs enough about BBYO, so 
that they  will feel comfortable and knowledgable at BBYO 
meetings and other programs. The AITs and MITs should 
also leave YLC being able to teach others the knowledge 
that they have learned.
Plan of Action: Plan education programs with my co that 
are fun and engaging. These programs will be hands-on 
enough to allow the AITs and MITs to really  experience 
BBYO and enjoy  what they  are learning about, as opposed 
to just listening to lectures about it.

Inspiration
Goal: To ignite the “spark” or the “BBG feeling” in 
every AIT and MIT at YLC. In other words, the goal is 
to inspire every  participant to be a leader and an active 
member in BBYO.
Plan of Action: They key  to accomplishing this goal is 
through the Separates program and the cheer session. 
At my  first YLC, the Separates and Cheer Session 
really  had an impact on me. It inspired me to be the 
leader that I am today. To complete this goal, I am 
going to make it my duty to give those feelings that I 
had 2 years ago to every  AIT by  planning a deep and 
powerful separates, and by leading  them through an 
amazing cheer session. 

Friendship
Goal: To serve as an ambassador and make sure that 
every participant feels comfortable and welcome to help 
foster friendships.
Plan of Action: I will always be looking out for people that 
are alone and aren’t engaged in the programs, and if I find 
someone, I will try  to pick them up and encourage them to 
join the rest of the group. I will also plan fun and engaging 
icebreakers and programs that promote teamwork and trust 

Education Program 
Ideas

Revamped Dysfunctional Meeting - The Dysfunctional Meeting is a traditional YLC program in which one person is 
declared the Godol, and everyone else is given a slip  of paper that tells them specifically how they will be disrupting the 
meeting. When the meeting starts, and commotion occurs, it is then the Godol’s job  to calm down the meeting. To make 
this function even better, I am going to split up  the mock chapter into 2 groups, the disrupters and the chapter board, and 
then proceed with the program. This will allow more people to get experience with calming down a meeting, as well as 
teaching them what not to do at a chapter meeting that will disrupt it.

Robert’s Rules Trail Mix - The AITs and MITs will be making a bowl of trail mix together. However, to decide what the 
coordinators put into the trail mix, they need to create a motion to put a certain ingredient in. Then, to make and complete 
the trail mix, the group  needs to follow Robert’s Rules for the adding of every ingredient, until the trail mix is done. The 
result of this program is a positive way (making and eating trail mix) to not only teach Parli-Pro, but to even create 
excitement for it!

Impromptu Programming - The AITs will be given pre-determined objects in a given place, and using only those objects 
they will have a limited amount of time to plan a program. Depending on the time frame that is given for this program, the 
AITs will either create more programs, or actually partake in a program that they have created. This promotes creativity as 
well as thinking logically when planning a program. 

Summer Programs
Goal: To promote summer programs and encourage 
the AITs and MITs to go on them.
Plan of Action: My  co and I will implement a summer 
program twist into the programs throughout YLC to 
promote summer programs. Also, to increase 
excitement and enthusiasm for them, my co and I will 
make these programs hands-on and engaging, much 
like our education programs, to prevent the 
participants from getting bored.


